
        

“This book/CD combo is narrated by blues legend Curtis Salgado, with beautiful music by Philip
Pelletier reflecting Tad’s musical journey, and five original songs as part of the story. Verne
Lindner’s light-hearted illustrations fit the mood perfectly. This tale about the celebration of cul-
tural diversity uses music as metaphor, and the message of understanding, acceptance, and
respect will resonate with young listeners!”  -SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL

“Perfectly enhanced with the whimsical and colorful artwork of Verne Lindner, "One Night In
Frogtown" is no ordinary child's picturebook...Original and superbly entertaining, with child-pleas-
ing songs! A unique and enthusiastically recommended experience for kids and parents!”

-MIDWEST BOOK REVIEW

"Frogtown" combines a colorful book with an equally vibrant read-and-sing-along CD, wherein
blues artist Curtis Salgado narrates the story of Tad, a young saxophone player traveling the
pond in search of his musical tadpole soul.  Little (and big) hipsters, will beg to get up and get
grooving; staging the musical in their own ponds at school or at home!”

-THE OREGONIAN BOOK REVIEW

"Frogtown is exactly what’s happening today in literacy. It’s educational AND fun! ”
-SEATTLE CENTRAL LIBRARY CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT 

“An incredible music and reading experience!”
-KRIST NOVOSELIC (NIRVANA)     “A parent’s dream...

a kid-friendly story with adult-friendly songs!”
-MUSIC IN THE NORTHWEST

“With its stunning illustrations, hip soundtrack & soulful  narration, “Frogtown” is a multi-media
tour de  force for kids AND grownups. It’s something the entire family can rock out to!”

-ANDRE HAGESTAD - EDITOR, Beach Connection Magazine

“A wonderful musical storybook with an A-list cast , from blues legend Curtis Salgado narrating
and singing to Emmy-Award winning composer Philip Pelletier!”

-BETTER TV-NATIONAL BROADCAST MLK DAY 2009
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“One Night In Frogtown”

    

"Kids will LOVE the colorful illustrations and
eclectic CD tracks, from rap to symphonies.
Don’t miss the ribbiting climax!”

-PARENTING MAGAZINE

"A great moment in Educational Kids Music!"
-WILLAMETTE WEEK

THE GRAMMY AWARDS
“EDUCATION WATCH”


